Quantitative immunocytochemistry at the ultrastructural level: a stereology-based approach to molecular nanomorphomics.
Biological systems span multiple levels of structural organisation from the macroscopic, via the microscopic, to the nanoscale. Therefore, comprehensive investigation of systems biology requires application of imaging modalities that reveal structure at multiple resolution scales. Nanomorphomics is the part of morphomics devoted to the systematic study of functional morphology at the nanoscale and an important element of its achievement is the combination of immunolabelling and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The ultimate goal of quantitative immunocytochemistry is to estimate numbers of target molecules (usually peptides, proteins or protein complexes) in biological systems and to map their spatial distributions within them. Immunogold cytochemistry utilises target-specific affinity markers (primary antibodies) and visualisation aids (e.g., colloidal gold particles or silver-enhanced nanogold particles) to detect and localise target molecules at high resolution in intact cells and tissues. In the case of post-embedding labelling of ultrathin sections for TEM, targets are localised as a countable digital readout by using colloidal gold particles. The readout comprises a spatial distribution of gold particles across the section and within the context of biological ultrastructure. The observed distribution across structural compartments (whether volume- or surface-occupying) represents both specific and non-specific labelling; an assessment by eye alone as to whether the distribution is random or non-random is not always possible. This review presents a coherent set of quantitative methods for testing whether target molecules exhibit preferential and specific labelling of compartments and for mapping the same targets in two or more groups of cells as their TEM immunogold-labelling patterns alter after experimental manipulation. The set also includes methods for quantifying colocalisation in multiple-labelling experiments and mapping absolute numbers of colloidal gold particles across compartments at specific positions within cells having a point-like inclusion (e.g., centrosome, nucleolus) and a definable vertical axis. Although developed for quantifying colloidal gold particles, the same methods can in principle be used to quantify other electron-dense punctate nanoparticles, including quantum dots.